1. **COMIT Command**

COMIT is now a public command. For information on COMIT the user should consult "An Introduction to COMIT Programming", M.I.T. Press (available at the Coop). For information on how to use the COMIT command the user should consult "COMIT Operation in the M.I.T. Time-Sharing System", Memorandum MAC-M-156, Project MAC, M.I.T., May 21, 1964 (available in room 337 Technology Square).

2. **SDUMP Command**

The command SDUMP has been provided to allow the user to look at 'SAVED' files. The command:

```
SDUMP A
```

will cause the machine conditions of file A SAVED to be typed on the user's console. The command:

```
SDUMP A L N
```

will cause the contents of N consecutive locations of the user's core image, starting with octal location L, to be typed on the user's console, from the file A SAVED. All registers are typed in octal with mnemonics. Lines of all zero registers are omitted. The decimal integer N may not exceed 1000.